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Webinar Overview: 

● Introduction 
● Review a gift entry screen 
● Begin with the end in mind - set up Campaigns, Funds, Appeals 
● Preparing acknowledgment templates 

○ Email template 
○ Print template 

i. LGL Template 
ii. Word Template 
iii. Remember to mark as Sent 

● Entering a gift and assigning it to an acknowledgment template 
● Review select written questions 

 
  

https://help.littlegreenlight.com/article/43-organizing-your-campaign-fund-event-and-appeal-categories
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1. Introduction and overview 

a. Welcome and objectives 

i. Fundamentals of basic manual gift entry for checks received and 

acknowledging those gifts through LGL 

ii. Questions - please type questions as you have them. Someone from LGL 

will do their best to answer questions in writing when possible. Some 

questions will be chosen to discuss at the end 

2. Review Gift Entry Screen 

a. Constituent 

b. Amount 

c. Date 

d. Gift Types 

e. Gift Categories 

f. Payment Types 

3. Begin with the end in mind 

a. Review Organizing Campaign, Fund, Appeal document 

b. Who will be entering gifts and what guidance will they need? 

i. Idea: create a gift entry manual to ensure consistency during gift entry  1

4. Preparing acknowledgment templates 

a. Two options 

i. LGL PDF template. Use if you have pre-printed letterhead available and 

need almost no formatting, you don’t need images (logo, signature, etc.) 

or special font/space control. 

ii. Microsoft Word. Use if you need to manage the look of the 

acknowledgment more carefully and need images of any kind. 

b. Key concept: LGL Merge Fields must be present in either situation in order for 

the data related to the gift to appear in the letter. 

i. LGL PDF Template - if no LGL Merge Fields inserted then no gift data will 

be merged into the letter 

1 The Association of Fundraising Professionals has some helpful guidance on a data entry manual. Their 
Guides and Resources page is here 

http://www.afpnet.org/files/contentdocuments/9%20developing%20fundraising%20policies%20and%20prodedures.pdf
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ii. Word Template - if no LGL Merge Fields are put into the Word letter no 

gift data will be merged into the letter 

1. Tips: 

a. LGL doesn’t apply formatting. Formatting is governed by 

the format of the LGL Merge Field text in Word 

b. LGL Merge Fields must be exact. Using a period instead of 

an underscore or leaving out a letter will be the same as 

not including the merge field at all — no data will appear 

from LGL 

c. Prepare a Word template 

i. Tip - use the “letter_content” area as a scratchpad for gathering the LGL 

Merge Fields you need. Then delete them when done. Unless using the 

“letter_content” option it is best to leave that area blank. 

5. Entering a Gift and assigning an Acknowledgment to that gift 

a. Note - this session does not cover gifts coming into LGL from LGL Forms or any 

other online payment processor 

b. Who, When, and What for? 

i. Determine which donor to assign the gift to in LGL 

1. Does the donor exist in your data set already? 

2. If it is a couple and you have two records, who do you assign the 

gift to? 

ii. Determine the gift date 

1. For checks this is determined by the USPS postmark , the date on 2

the check is not relevant. Tax receipts should reflect the date the 

donor transferred ownership to the charity.  3

a. Tip - to get gift dates right be sure whoever enters gifts 

sees the envelopes 

iii. Set the deposit date 

1. Ideally this is the date the check will be deposited in the bank 

2. Setting this date can make reconciliation with finance records 

easier by using deposit date to generate gift reports 

2 For a good resource on knowing what date is correct for each type of gift click here.  
3 If you’re interested, the person this letter is addressed to is Abby Howe Turner. 

https://www.adlercolvin.com/blog/2014/11/04/date-of-gift-rules-for-charitable-contributions/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abby_Howe_Turner
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iv. Determine how the gift should be coded in LGL 

1. Are there restrictions indicated in accompanying notes from the 

donor? 

2. Is the gift given in response to an Appeal that solicited gifts for a 

specific purpose? 

3. What standard coding should all gifts have in your system? 

c. Enter the gift 

i. Find the constituent, click Add Gift 

ii. Enter the gift and code to all appropriate Campaigns, Funds, Appeals 

1. Show gift type options 

iii. Assign an Acknowledgment template 

iv. Save the gift 

d. Go to Acknowledgments 

i. Go to the gift acknowledgment area when a gift entry cycle is complete for 

the day 

ii. Download the acknowledgments and mark Sent 

e. Gift Batches 

i. LGL collects all gifts entered on the calendar day into a gift batch 


